
Technical Artist & Hefe

Image Editing_______
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Lightroom

Video Editing_______
Adobe After Effects

Adobe Premier
Hitlm ExpHitlm Express
Hitlm Pro

Audio______________
Cubase
Kontakt
Audacity
ProTools
LLogic

Sony Cameras
a7iii   a7Riii   a6300   a6500

Canon Cameras
T3i

Misc Hardware
Zhiyun CraneV2 Gimbal

     Hi, my name’s Ethan! I’m a technical artist in the PC gaming industry with a strong desire 
to migrate my skills to lm and cinematic production.
    While my experience with hybrid photo/cinematography has been purely a hobby until 
now, I believe that my lifelong interest in camera-science and composition has aided me 
greatly in my career to reproduce real-world cinematic feel within virtual environments.
Additionally, I currently (hand)make physical set props both static and with semi-complex 
electronic components in my “side-game” business Kobold Games LLC
          Coupled together, I believe these skills and a burning desire to learn, grow, and be the best 
I can possibly be in any eld I apply myself could be a valuable tool for the right project.
     I’m driven to prove myself on this new battleeld, so if you happen to nd yourself need-
ing a reliable footsoldier with an “obsession-to-detail” mindset, please don’t hesitate to drop me 
a line! -Ethan

Ethan Casner

 Unfamilar       Familar           Expert



Technical Artist & Hefe
Ethan Casner

     S-Log RAW Footage

     Basic Color-Grade

 Cinematic Color-Grade

Color Correction & Grading
I prefer to shoot daytime scenes in S-Log2 format @ RAW
then apply a basic color grade. If the setting calls for it, I might

dedicate extra time to warping the color tables into something unique.



Camera and
Lense Technique
LLeveraging my experience 
with the latest-generation 
camera and lens technology, I 
like to add a tasteful amount 
of “modern” tecnique without 
overapplication leading to a 

tacky appearance.

Real + Surreal
MMy favorite personal style is to 
take my scene and lighting com-
position right to the edge of “real” 
just shy of surreality. In lm and 
photo, I nd it visually appealing 
when the artist is able to ride this 
border and create mystery with-
out pushing the viewer into the 

uncanny valley.

Modern LDR/HDR
CCommon to modern lm and tele-
vision are various practices, such 
as one I’ve employed in the past 
of lifting and tinting not just mid-
tones but highlights and shadows 
alike. I nd both the application of 
HDR and LDR equally enjoyable 

if applied appif applied appropriately.



Practical Effects
AlthougAlthough the primary focus 
of my career has been devot-
ed to aesthetic improvement 
through computer graphics, 
I’m a huge fan of using practi-
cal effects whenever possible.

In this scene I assembled a 
custom camera rig based on 
the same method employed in 
Ridley Scott’s original Blade 
Runner lm to create the 
“Replicant Eyes” effect.

UUsing physical means such 
as a two-way mirror and fres-
nel lighting clamped to my 
4K resolution Sony a7Riii 
full-frame camera I was able 
to reproduce this effect for 

under $40.

(Sure, my retinas hurt like a bastard 
for two-hours afterward, but the 
pain was denitely worth it!)



Props and Crafting
 said an onlooker, 

peering over the shoulder of one of my 
players at our weekly Dungeons & 
Dragons game at a large local game 

store.
SSeveral people had gathered to ask 

before 
my wife responded, 

AFTER
responded the 

person, at which point I stood up, took 
one of these pieces and tossed it at them, 
causing them to duck out of the way and 

curse.

they said in as-
tonishment when learning the piece was 
light as air having been crafted out of 
common XPS insulation foam.

Since then I’ve been crafting and build-
ing sets and props freelance on-commis-

sion under the name:

www.KoboldCrafter.co



As a Technical Artist, in addition to 

actually creating the 3D assets and 

materials required to give modern 

graphics their look, I’m also respon-

sible for lighting, color, environ-

ment and atmosphere.

My goal is to one day be able to 

employ these skills in feature lm 

and cinematic projects.


